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FORSWOSr,

This is the first series of the Zimbabwe School Examrnatrons Council Qq€stion and

Answer Bookiets at the Advanced Lr;riel of GeneraX Certificas ofE&rc*ioa Tb booHet

is made up of question papers and expected ansartrs for tk Novembs 2ffi3, Iurr- 2004-

and Novernber 2W4 examinations" The Council hopes that tlrc bookletc will help both

teachers and students in their preparatioas fir exardnations-
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Data

speed of light in free space,

permeability of free space,

permittivity of free space,

elementary charge,

the itanck constant.

unified atomie mass constant,

rest mass of electron,

rest mass of proton,

molar gas constant,

the Avogadro constant,

the Boltzmann constant,

gravitational constant,

acceleration of free fall,

c= 3.O0 x 1Os ms-l

V,,= 4fr x 1O-7Hm-1

€o:8.85 x 1O-12Fm-1

e=1.60x 1O*1eC

\
h=6.63 x10-3aJs

u = 1.66 x 10-27 kg

lTte:9.11 x 1O-3'kg

mr= ).67 
x 1O-27 kg

R : 8.31 JK-'mol'r

NA - 6.02 x 1023 mol-l

k:1.38x1O-23JK-I

6:6.67x1O-r'Nm2kg-2

9 : 9.81 ms.'2

9243/1 N2002
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Formulae
iJ;f;miy accelerated motion,

work dofte on/by a gas,

gravitational potential,

refractive index,

resistors in series,

resistors in parallel,

electric potential,

capacitors in series,

capacitors in parallel,

energy of charged capacitor,

alternating current/voltage,

hydrostatic pressure,

pressure of an ideal gas,

radioactive decay,

decaf constant,

eritical density of matter in the universe,

equation of continuity,

Bernoulli eguation (simplified),

Stokes'!aw,

Reynolds'number

dag forco in turbulent flow,

s :ut* iatz

v'=tf+2as
yy = pAV
.Gm

Q=-- r
I

A--

sin C

R= frr+ 82 + ,..

1lR= llBr+ llRz + ...

\r/ =

1lC = llCr+ llC, + ...
C=Cr+C2+...
ry = jOV

x = xnsinail

p=pgh

,Nm 1
O = i--<C- :>r iv

X = Xo€XFl* ltl

i = a'693

,i

3H o'n =4ro snc

Av = constant

P,+tpvl =Pr+I pvi

= Arryv

=P'
rl

= Btpv'

o
4neor

F

R,,

F
9243/r N2002
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The base unit for gravitational field strength is

A Nm-l
B kgs-t
C nts-'
D Nkg-'

A body travelled in a straight line as shown in the velocity(v)'time{t) graph.

which distance(s)-time{t) graph correctly represents the nrotion ol the

body?

mr

lz

D

L

c

I

I

I
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3 A missile is launched at an acut6 angle to tha horizontal. Half-way through
ita trajectory, it explodes into several fragrnents due to entirely interrial' forces. Assuming free fall throughout, which statement is true?

A The fragments fall vartically down to the ground,
B The kinotic snsrgy before and after tho explosion is conserve{.
C . Tho momentum before and after the explosion is eonserved.
D The path of each fragrnent is independent of that.of the missile.

A uniform metre rule of weight OJN is. suspended horjzontally by two
verticeil loops of thread P and o placed at 20cm and 30cm from its ends
respectively.

Find the shortest distance"from the centre of the rule at which a 2N weight
muit be suspended to make loop p become slack.

A
B

c
D

9,Ocm
13.5cm
29.0crn
43.Scm

t2at r t{too2

[Turn over
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5 Two trolleys ars travelling
The trolleys collids.

in the sans direction as shown in the diagram.

-.,4ms'1 ,, J.{ns'' >

t
After impact they move off together. What is the amount of kinetic energy
lost?

A6J
B 12J
C lBJ
D 36J

6 A particle of mass m is placed in the eentre o{ a large uniform circular ring of
nrass M as shown in the diagrarn. The radius of the ring is r.

ring

What is the magnitude of
tlre ring?

the gravitational force acting on the particle due to

3GMnr

2r'

GMnt
----;--

r-.

GMm

27
zero

A

B

c

D

particle

o2{yt x20D2
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I The energy varlati*n of e particie whiEh ie tubieeted to sirnple harmo*ic
nrotion is illrr*trotcd graphleally as sl'rswn.

Rrc

displacement

Which combination correctly explains the graph?

ln a Young's double slit experiment using red light the fringe separation was
O.25mm.

wave length of red light = 6,5 x 10-7m
wave length of green light = 5.2 x l0-?m

What is the fringe separation when the green light is used in this experiment?

A O.13mm
B O.2Om?n
C O.25mm
D O.31mm

I

P o B

A kinetic energy potential energy total energy

B potential energy total energy kinetic energy

c total energy potential energy kinetic energy

D total energy kinetic energy potential energy

f'-

s?4ut N2002
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Which of the following is an experimental evidenco that light is transvorse in
natureT

A diffraction
B superposition
C reflection
D polarization

The following diagram shows part of a stationary wave where N,, N, and

N, are nodes. Which of the following points is in phase with point X.

Tlre ratio of the wavelength of radio waves to X-rays is given by

1O"'; 1.

Which of the following is a possible value for m?

A12
BB
C t-12
D +B

i

n

11



12 Two gmall charged spheres X and Y o{ small ma$ses are hung by
identical fine nylon threads from a flxed point O. ln equilibrium,
the angle a is less than angla l.

Which of the following staternents rnust be correct?

mass of X is greater than rhat of Y.
the m'ass X is less than that of Y.
the charge on X is greater than that on Y.
the charge on X is smaller than that on Y.

The electric potentials (V) at different distancesn x, f rom a point P

along a line PO are shown in the table.

I

The electric field strength whenx = O.O4Om is approximately

A
B
c
D

:n 13

Y

A 45OVm-1
B 3OOVnn-'
C ' 30OVm-'
D 4SOVm-r

towards O.
towards O.
towards P.

towards P.

-.., .* --ra} - *-.-

L

I

v1v 13 15 IB 21 23

xlm 0.020 0.030 0.040 0.o50 o.060

g2a3rl Ir,20O2
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14 The dlagrams shows a potential dividor which is used to give ouiputs of 3V

What are the correct values of resistors?

and 8V from a I5V source.

Rr/kQ F2/kc, R3/ko

A 1 3 1

B 3 1 1

c 2 2 1

D 1 2 2

t0



15 Two identical cells are connected to a resistor R and. an ammeter in two
way$ as shown in the diagrams.

The current flowing through the ammeter in both circuits are equal. What is
the internal resistance of each cell?

Rl4
at2
R

2R

An alternating current with the wave form and magnitude shown in the
diagram passes through a milliameter calibrated for r.m.s. readings
of current.

f/mA
+10

0

What

A
B

c
D

in mA, will the meter record?

A
B

c
D

16

-ro 

I
current,

5

5,ll
t0
101D

g?tr3lt N2002

u

r
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17 The following clrcuit is used to investigate the charging and discharging of a
,. capacltor.

Which combination of positions of switches is true when the capacitor
is charging?

s1 s2 s3

A closed closed open

B closed closed closed

c closed open closed

D open open closed

9243/r ir2m2

t2
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15 Two idontical cells are connected to a rssistor R and. an ammgter in two
ways as shown in tha diagrams.

The curront flowing through the ammeter in both cireuits are equal. What is
the internal resistance of each cell?

Rt4
R/2
R

2R

An alternating eurrent with the wave form and magnitude shown in the
diagram passes through a rnilliameter calibrated for r.m.s. readings
of current.

I/mA
+10

-10

What current, in mA, will the meter recordT

A
B

c
D

16

A
B

c
D

5

5Jl
lo
1O..11

92tl3lt il2002

u
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17 The following clrcuit is used to investigate the charging and discharging of a
,. capacltor.

l.

Which combination of positions of switches is true when the capacitor
is charging?

sl s2 s3

A closed closed open

B closed closed closed

c closed open closed

D open open closed

92t3/1.ilzoo2

t2
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18'] The diagram shows two coils X and Y which are posltloned with their

The current flowing through.X, I, varies with time f as shown in the graph

below.

Which graph best illustrates the variation of the induced current r, with the

time t in the coil Yi

Yx

A

ea{l/l N2002

l3

r
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19 ln the circult shown below the lntemal resistanco of the cell is 0.2O. The
elcctromotlvc forco of tho csll lo 6V.

6V
0.2 rt

What is the voltmeter reading whan tiha current flowing through the cell is
2A7

A 5;4V
B 5.6V
c 5.8V
D 6.OV

taEnre'

t4
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2A A copper rod carrying a curront I is plqmd at
magnotic field B as shown in the di4ram.

rlght angles to a uniform

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x magnetic
fietd I

x

x

x

Which one of the following diagrams shows correctly the relative directions
of the field (81, the drift velocity (v) of the electrons and the force F on the
electrons?

92aUt t{2@2

BA

Dc

l5

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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21 A capacitor ie uoed for smoothlng in a half-wavt rectlflar. ln which of the

following eircuits ir the capacitor conectly connoctad?

t6
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22 Two different liquide L and itr, whictr do not mix, settle in a ruba in two
layerc as shown in thd dlagram. Ths tube ls lnclined to tha horlzontal. Thc
denElties of the liquido aro 2p for L and p for M.

Which graph shows the variation of pressure with height fi from poinr
X along the tube?

92f3/r N2002
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2? . A rvba wlth uF lnitld hngth , and tra cruoe e*-ffonal afiBa, ws3 usod
to hang a wcght wfrmr thc ccllim. lt ws fornrd whm tho vyclght w.
war halved ths extcndon was rcduced bv I l1o. what is thc young,s
modulus of tlre materlalof the wlra?

A 6Wta
B 5Wl lc
c 10wt ti
D ,Wt*

24 Which statoment,about thc thermodynamtc t€mperatura scalo is false?

A lt is tho staidad ternperatrrre scde dopted for scientific
msasuremgnt.

B lt has one fixed point whlch ie the triple point of water.
i lt measure s in kcfuin, syrirbol K which is the Sl unit of ternperature.D lts fixed point is called absolute zero and it is measured at

atmospherlc pressure

25 Study the following statements about the specific hoat capacity of a
material.

1. The amount of heat anergy needed to rais6 the temperature of a
material by 1oc is the specific heat capacity of tfra materlal.2. Water is a very good coolant because lt has a high specific heat
capacity,

3. The specific heat capacity depends on the temperature and the ma$$
of the material.

Which statsment is/are true?

A 1 only
B 2 or*y
C l and2only
D l and3only

laal,t itlpa

l8



A gas is compraseod and then atlowed to expand a.r Shown in the graph.

What could be the correct representation of the internal energy change of the
gas at the andT

A area L + area M
B areal+areaM+areaN
C area M + area N
D area N

924irlr N2002

t9
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27

lr--20cm-{

What is the speed of the electron when it hits the anode?

A 3.0 x 10?ms-r

B 4.2 x 1O7ms-l

C 9.1 x lorams-1
D 1.8 x lorims-1

28 The eye can detect light when it absorbs energy ata rateof 'lO-17W. The

average wavelength of light is 5.0 x 1O-7m. Approximately how many

photons can the eye absorb in one second when it detects light?

A25
850
c75
D 100

924t/1 N2me

-

The diagram shows a discharge tubo in which an electron is accelerated

through a high voltags betwoen ths cathodo and the anode. The cathode

and the anode are 20cm apart and the high voltage is SOOOV'

5000 v

20
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30 Naturally occurring radloactive elements such as uranium, actlnium and
thonium disintegrate to form new slements.

radium

actinium

thorium

protactinium

uranium

Which disintegration is wrong?

A uranium nucleus emits an d-particle and forms a thorium nucleus.
A thorium nueleus emits a B-particle and forms a protactinium
nucleus.
A thorium nucleus emits an a-particle and aTiaY and forms a radium
nucleus.
An actinium nucleus emits a p:particle and a T-ray and forms a
protactinium nucleus.

92fir1 il20r02

A
B

c

D

88

89

90-

91

92

22



6 A particle moves in a horizontal circle at a constant speed. If the mass is halved, the angular

sp;ed doubled and the radius unchanged, what happens to the centripetal force?

A doubled
B halved
C reducedbY aquarter
D remains the same

7 The distance between the centre of the Earth and a communications satellite is 42 000km.' 
Wfr"iir A; gravitational force between the Satellite and the earth? (Mass of Earth =

6.0 x 102akg, Mass of satellite : 50kg).

A 2.3 x 10-'N
B 1.1 x 10'N

' C 4.8x108N
D 1.7x10"N

g Two planets, Xand l/have masses M. and M 
" 

andradii of r., and r, respectively.

The free fall acceleration on the surfaces of both planets is the same.

Deduce the value d 
#from 

the given information.

C1

D2

I
A

4

I
B

2

9243n 12003
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Data

speed of light in free spaco,

psrmeabilitY of free space,

permittivitY of free spaco,

elementary charge,

the Planck constant,

unified atomic mass constant,

rest mass of electron,

rest mass of Proton,

molar gas constant,

the Avogadro constant,

the Boltzmann constant,

'gravitational constant,

acceleration of free fall,

c = 3.00 x 1Os ms-l

po = 4fi x 1O-7Hm-1

eo =8.85 x tQ*tz5,rr-t

e = L6O x lO-'eC

h = 6.63 x 10-34 Js

u = 1.66 x 10-27 kg

tT?s :9.1 I x 10-3t kq

ffi, = 1.67 x 1o-2i kg,

R = 8.31 JK-t mol-t

Nn = 6.02 x 1023 mol-1

k = 1.38 x 10-23 JK-t

G = 6.67 x 1o-1r N m2 kg*2

9 = 9.81 ms*2

924312 N2002
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Formulae
uniformly accelerated motion,

work done on/by a gas,

graviitational potential.

refractive index,

resistors in series,

resistors in parallel,

eleetric potential,

capacitors in series,

capacitors in parallel,

energy'of charged capacitor,

alternating current/voltage,

hydrostatic pressure.

pressure of an ideal gas,

radioactive decay,

decay constant,

s =ut+*atz
v2=u2+2as

1q7 = pAV
,GMa- --

r"

In = 
-.
sinC

R= Rt+ ,?z + ...

1lR= 11R.,+ 1lR, +

v- .Q
4teor

l lc = 1/c, + 1lc, +

C : Cr+ C2 + ...

1ry = |OV
x : xosinof

p=pgh

,NM ,p = i-<c' )

x = xoexpl- ir)

. 0.693
A=-

,,,

3H,,

'n - Bo(]

'Av = constant

p, +i pvl = p, +* pi
F : ArrN

' R.=gt'
rl

F = Bfpvz

9243t2 N2002

ts,

critical density of matter in the Universe,

equation of continuity,

Bernoulli equation (simplified),

Stokes'law,

Reynolds' number,

Drag force in turbulent flow,

[Turn ovp



I lal The following equations may or may not ba correct. Use

base units to check if they represent the given relationships.

(i) The fundamental frequency f, ol an open pipe of length

I when the speed of sound is Y, r - v

' -'2L'

(iil The presswe p at a point in a fluid of density p moving with a

speed t, p=)* 
::!

(iiil The angle 0 at which an aeroplane moving with a speed u

should be banked to describe a path of radius of curvature r ,

J

tan0:L.
r8

t61

I

l'
s2t+3/2 N2OO2

For
Examinet

Use



(bl Torque and energy have the same dimensions'

ti} Explain why it would be inappropriate to measure torque

in ioules.

{ii} Write down an appropriate unit of torque'

l.2t

2 A basketball player shoots a 'free throw' as

He throws the ball at an angle of 55o to the

initial velocitY u.

W
Fig.2.1

Assume that air resistance is negligible'

lal What is the component of the ball's initial

(i) horizontallY

shown in Fig 2.1 below.
horizontal and gives it an

speed in ierms of u?

t2l(iit verticallY

924312 N2002
[Turn over
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3 A 'torque wrench' is a tool used to tighten nuts and bolts to a precise

socket
spanner
fits here

Fig. 3.1

Explain what is meant by a torque.{a} (iI

(ii )

I2t

Explain briefly how
nut by the required

the torque wrench is used to tighten a
amount.

t2l

(iii) Calculate the torque for the wrench shown if the force
applied to the end of the handle is 2OO N.

12t

v 40 cm (torque arm)

torque =

924312 N2002

lTurn over
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{b}Usingyouranswertoa{i},writedownanexpressionforthetim6. t,taken to reach the basket in terms of u'

t1l
f=

{c} Using your answers to (al and (b}' calculate the value of u'

t3lu--

{d}Whentakingthe'shot,theplayermustbeinslableequilibrium.
His weight fu acts througn tne line shown in Fig. 2.1 where G is

the centre of gravitY of his bodY'

li) State two conditions for a system to be in equilibrium'

I2l

{iil Suggest two ways by which the ptayer can ensure that

he remains in equilibrium'

9243/2 N2002

For
Examiner'

Use
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i
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lb, {i} Why does a torque wrench have a long handle or torque
arm?

{ii} stato one risk of using a wrench whose torque arm is too
long.

tcl til calculate the distance moved by the end tip of the handle
during one complete turn when the force in a{iii} is applied.

distance =

(iil ' Hence calculate the energy transferred.

energy transferred =

tu

tlt

I2t

I3t

9243t2 N2002
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tdl

threads

Fig. 3.2

Fig,3-2 shows the pitch of a screw thread which is 1.5 mm.
To stretch the tightened bolt by 1.5 mm, 3O% of the energy
calculated in 3c(ii) is required.

(i) Calculated how much force is being used to stretch the bolt.

fr-rrr,'tt ,

{ii} S/trai

t3l

li,:ppens to the other 7Oo/o of the energy transferred?

t2l

{a}4 (il What do you understand by diffraction of waves?

t2l
s243i2 N2002
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fiil DemonEtrate your eppreciation of diffraction by completing

ng. a.f , ehowing the wave ironts after passing the following

obstacle.

n
obstacle

|Tave fronts

Fis. 4.1

fig.4,Zshows wave fronts after passing through a narrow and

" 
iid" gap positioned on the left-hand end of the pattern.

$i9.4.2

state which one of A or B is the pattern of wave fronts

from a narrow gap.

924312 N2002

t2l

(b)

{i}

' 7.7.

t1l

For
Examinet

Use



(iil Give a reason for your choice.

why is diffraction of sound waves a common phenomenon butdiffraction of light waves is not? \

[3]

9243t2 N2002

34
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5. A force acts on a cunont-carrying cqnductor placed in a magnetic field.
Elecromagnstic propulsion davices quch as thc rail gun,(refor to Flg. E.ll
uso this principle to propel obiects such as a slgg.

rails

conductor

Fig. 5.1

A current that flows through the conducting rails as shown in Fig.5.1
will give rise to a magnetic field B that is directed into the page. The
conductor falls within this field and thus experiences a force F.

{a} Define the telsa, the unit of magnetic flux density.

{b} Stats and explain how the direction of the force F on the
conductor is prodicted.

Il l

t2t

9243/eN2002
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lc}l|lDrawonFlg,S.tthemagneticfieldpatternduetothe

{lilHencedrawarrowsshowingthelorcesactingonthe
rails.

liiil Tho force' ;p (ii} above may present problems, State

onepossibleproblemandexplainhowitcanbetaken
care of-

{d} $tate two factors that the force F depends on'

(el suggest one use for such a railgun other than for military

purposes.

tzl

I1l

t2l

l1l

I2I

9243/2 N2002
lTurn over
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6 For two conductors
in Fig. 6.1. belaw.

P and O, current I varies with voltago V as shown

AA

ta) When P and e are connected in series to a voltage supply,
current of o.2 A frows. Use the graph tc estimate the
potential difference of the supply (Assume that its internal
resistance is negligible).

potential difference = {2t

9243t2 N2002

Fig. 6.1
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7-

(bl The voltage supply i1 lal [ ryw connected to a parallel

cornbinati"; ;t ind o. calculate rhe current drawn lrom

the suPPlY'

current =

7 (al Give an expression for E' the energy of a photon in terms ?f f '

its frequency' and h the Planck constant'

9243/2 N2002

t2l

I1I
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(bl Some of the onergy levels of an atom of one substance are

shown in Fig' 7'1 below'

enelgY In

Ioulee
x10't9

emrgY lewl

0.0
-2.56

-5,92

-8.80

n

&

-16.64

Fig. 7.1

{i} How much energy is required to raise an electron from

n = l ton = 4.

OfiBr$| =

(ii) Calculate the wavelength of the radiation that is given

off bY the electron'

wavelength -

924312 N2002
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f!t

What part of ths electrornagnetic spectrum does this
radiation belong to7

I Fig, 8,1 shows the apparatus used to investigate radiant energy.

thermometsr

(iiil

I1

small blackened
metal disc

thermocouple for
measuring temperature

Fig. 8.1

As the blackened metal disc receives radiation from the dome, its
temperature, which is measured by the thermocouple rises. The
disc is pre-caoled, and then the dome which is at temperature 7'
is put in place over it. Beadings are taken for the disc temperature
T at a time I as shown on the table below.

9243t2 N2002

constant
temperature
water bath

dome, blackened on
the hwer surface

insulating material

meter

40

tl$ 0 15 30 45 60 9G 1zCI 150 180

TlK 262 ?74 283 290 295 303 309 314 317
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Ial Explain why different thermometers usad to measure the same
temperaturc may not give the eeme reading.

.{bl Suggeet two reasons in each case, why

Ii, the liquid-in-glass thermometer is suitabte for maasuring
the temperature of ths water bath.

1

tiil the thermocouple is suitable for measuring temperature r.
I

{o} Explain why the. disc and the dome are blackened.

(d) How can you tell from the data that the disc has been pre-cooled.

111

I4l

121

I1I

s243/2 N2002
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(el On the following giid, Fig. 8,2, plot a graph of I (y-axisl
againet t{x - axiel.

Yig. 4.2

{fl Use the graph to find the rate of change of temperature rt. at
7" =293 K.

rate of change of temperature =

t4t

K/s t3l

9243t2 N2002
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tgl Theory sussests that: * - 6 {rr| -(zgtl,
where : C = tho hoat capaciry of the diec = 0.297JK-I

A = thesurfacoareaof thodisc =1;61 x lo-am2
Ia = the tsmperature of the dome = 373 K

d := a conBtant

Determine tho value of d

d-

{h} Similar investigations are carried out with the dome at different
values of temperature 7,,. ln each ol these investigations, a

graph is drawn and r?,. is determined at 7" = 293 K.

T,t/K 311 328 345 358 373

R ,. /Ks-' 0.056 0.1 18 o.1 93 o.251

Complete the table above by recording your vatue of ll. lor 'l-,, = 373 (
and then comment on the results.

924312 N2002
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77 'i

1 (a) (i) LHS = s1

RHS = ms-1 xm-1
LHS = RHS
Relationship is possible.

(2)

(ii) LHS = hgrq-, 
111-,= hgm-1s-2

" RHS = hgms-1 rn3
= kgm-2g-t

LHS i RHS
Therefore, relationship is not possible. e)

(iii) LHS has no units
RHS = m2s-2m-1m-152
i.e. no unit
Therefore LHS = RHS
Relationship is possible

1.(b) 
'vrrrr rv l"vservrs (2)

Body Car Satellite

%ooo

100m
Sprinter

Passenger
Plane

Speed/km/h 120 35 1 000

2. (a)

(d) (i)

(i i)

(2)
(1)
(1)

(1)
(b)

(c)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(i) ucos 55"
(ii) usin 55"

t = 13

u cos 55o

S=ut+Trat2

t=usin55' 13--1*9.81xf 13 ')'
ucos55" 2 (ucos5S"/

u = 11.98 m/s

no resultant force
no resultant torque

lower his body
feet wide apart
does not bend forwardlbackward/sideways

moment or turning effect of a force or couple.
force bends the wrench srighfly and pointer moves over
scale or required point.

(3)

(2)

3 (a) (i)
( ii)

44



(iii)

3 (b) (i)

(ii)

3 (c) (i)

(ii)

3 (d) (i)

4 (a) (i)

T =Fxr
= 2OO x 40.x 1O'2 - B0 Nm

From torque = F x r, increasing r means there is a greater
turning effect.

= 2rrr = 2n x 40 x 10-2

=2.5m

(2)

(2)

(ii)

May cause bolts to snap or threads stripping due to over tightening. (1)

circumference (1)
(1)

(3)
energytransferred = FXS

= 200 x 2.5 = 500J
30 r500=150J

100

Work done = 150J

F = , 
=159.-u 

=1oolf2ot'-i
1 .5 x 10-'

Sound/internal energy/heat energy, heat energy comes form
the work done against friction.

Spreading of waves when they pass through an opening or
obstacle into regions we would not expect them.

(3)

(2)

Ltt o ilTE X

(2)

(1)



4 (b) (i) A
(ii) Size of aperture to be of same order as wavelength. (1)

The smaller the slit the greater the diffraction' (1)

4 (c) Diffraction occurs when size of aperture is of comparable magnitude to

wavelength. (1)

Sound waves are usually of long wavelengths so can be diffracted on

doonruays, windows, etc. (1)

Light waves (on the contrary) have extremely short wavelengths and very

narrow openings are needed for their diffraction' (1)

S (a) A magnetic flux density of a field which will produce a force of 1 N on a

conductor 1m long carrying a current of 1,A.

5 (b) Fleming's left hand rule.
Thumb (force) first finger (field), second finger (current)

5 (c) (i) concentric circles /

(ii) combination of magnetic forces to give F.

iiiil rails pushed apart and material for construction of the railgun

must withstand this force.

5 (d) size of current through rails length of conductor'

5 (e) space travel

6 (a) ln series V Vp+Vq
4 + 1,5
5,5 V

= lp+lq
= 0,28 + 0,36

= 0.64A

6 (b) Current from source

7(a) E = hf

7 (b) (i)

( ii)

(1)

(1)
(1)

(1)
(1)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)
(1)

[-2.56 - (-1 6.64)]1 O-1sJ

: 14.oBX 1o-1eJ

E=h9(r=9\r\" 1)
14.08x10-1s = 6.63 x 10-34 x 3 x 108/)"

I = ' 1.41x 10-7 m (2)
(1)

( iii) U.V.



g (a) Different thermometers respond differently since they have different

thermometric properties hence giving different values for the same

temPerature.

g (b) (i) (1) Thermometer can measure the possible range (0 - 100'c)

(2) Thermometer suitable for steady temperatures'

(ii) (1) Measures rapidly varying temperature'

(2) Measures temperature at a point'

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

8 (c) Disc - makes it good absorber of radiation'
Donie - makes it good emitter.

(1)

8 (d)

8 (e)

262K, the temperature at t = 0 is below standard room temperature (1)

Graph:
Axes labelled and numbered
Acceptable scale + good spread
Plotting accuracy
Smooth.curve

B (0 Tangent drawn at T = 293 K

AT
R" = Gradient of tangent | ,value [0.31 - 0.35]'-Lt

8(g) d

*** (depends on Rc)

/SK
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Data

sp€€d of light in free space,

permeability of free space,

pormlttivity of free space,

slEmentary charge,

rhs Planck constant,

unified atomic mass constant,

rest mas$ of electron,

fest mass of protOn,

molar gas constant,

the Avogadrp constant,

the Boltzmann constant,

gravitational constant,

acceleration of free fall,

c,* 3.0O x lOB ms-l

Fo = 4?t x IO-7Hm-t

eo =8'85 x 10-r2Fm-1

e=1.60xlO*teC

h:6.63 xl0-3aJs

u = 1.66 x 1O-27 kg

tTte = 9,l l x 1O-3r kg

frp = 1.67 x 10*27 kg

R = 8.31 JK-l mol-l

Na : 6.02 x 1O23 mol-t

k = 1.38 x ,O-za 36-l

G = 6.67 x 10-tr N m2 kg-2

g = 9.81 ms-z

924313 N2002
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Formulae

uniformly accelerated motion, s = ut + totr
v2 *tf +Zas

work done onlby a gas, \f\I = PAV

gravitational Potential, O: 'T

I

rgfractivgindex, n =;m

resistors in series, R= Rt+ F' + "'

tesistors in parallel , 71fr= 1lR'+ 'll?' + "'

,,- Q
electric Potential, u : io.o ,

capacitors in series, llC = 1/C' + llC' + "'

capacitors in parallel, C = C'+ C' * "'

onergy of charged cairacitor, 1ry = j OV

alternatingcurrent/voltage, X = Xosioof

hydrostatic Pressure, P =Pgh

pressure of an ideal gas, P = l 
N! 

"' '

radioactive decaY, X = XoeXPl- it) '

decay eonstaht, I 0'693

,+

3Ho'
critical density of matter in the Universe, Po = Td

equation of continuity, Av = constant

Bernoulli equation {simplifiedl, Pt +l pl = p, +i t*i

Stokes'law, F = Ar'qv

4,r
Reynoldsi number R. = T

Drag force in turbulent flow, F = Bfpvz
s243'3 N2oo2 
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(al

Seo$on A

Answer any lour questions from this section'

{il What is meant by linaar momantuil?

liil $tate the principle of conserv?tion of linear momentum.

{iiil Explain how the principle is linked to Newton's third law. t6l

Two sphorss A and F moving in the same directions as shown in

Fig. !.1 collide etastically. Sphere A has mass m and epeed 4u

and sphere B has ma$s 2m and speed u. The final speeds of A
and I after collision are v, and v2 respectively.

{b}

ti)

{ii}

tiii )

{ivl

Fig. 1.1

What is meant by an etastic coltision?

Wfite down an equation for the conservation of mr:mentum.

Write down an equation for the conservation of energy'
!

Deduce the value of v, in terms of u. State what happens

to the motion of A after collision. t7l

{c} ln another interaction, a plasticine sphere of mass O.30 kg is dropped
from a height of 5.OO m and sticks to the ground-

{i} Deduce the momentum of the sphere just before impact.

tiil State and explain the transfer of energy and momentum after
impact. I7I

924UX N2@2



2 (a)

lbl

Statc two differancos betweon tranEverso and longitudinal wavo6.

Fig, 2.1 shows the graph of a snapshot of the waveform of a
water wave. A particle A.is O.60 m from the origin 0.

disphcementfn

' Fis. 2.1

From Fig. 2.1 determine:

{il the wavelength,

{iil . the phase difference between particles at O and A'
.,.:

-_a

Fig.2.Zshows the graphs of displacement againsf-time for ttfe
particle A. i '.'

displacement/m

0.20

o

-0.20

Fig.2.2
Determine:

(il the period, T of the oscillations of particle A,

{iit its frequencY,

{iii} the speed of the water *r?L.,3irroo,

I3l

t2l

(cl

t51
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{d} Given fiat particls A describes simpla harmonic motion, calculate its

til angtrlar frequency

fiil maximum vdocity,

(iiil maximumacceleration.

{i} What is meant by resonance?

{iil Describe two situations in which criticar damping is employed.

Fig- 3.1 shows curves {not drawn to scale} relating Bre$sure p, and
volums v, for a fixed mass of an ideal monatomic gas at temperature
3oo K and 6oo K. The gas is enclosed in a container fitted with a
piston which can move with negligible friction. ,

NPa
x1 0s

1.50

(ol

(al3

l6l

I4t

fit

(iit

(iiit

Fig. 3.

State. the ideal gas equation for n moles of the gas,
explaining the symbols used.

Catculate the number of moles of the gas.

calculate the volume of gas corresponding to point c
on the graph. I6I

9243/3 N2002
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lb) The pressure of an ideal gas is given by p = l, .c2 > where p is the
3',

densitY o{ the gas'

{i} What is.meant bY <c?>?

{ii1Usingtheequaiionabove,derivsan8xpressionforthetotal
inter;al en€rgy of one mole of an ideal monoatomic gas at

kelvi* temPeratura T.

{iiil calculate the total iniernal enersy of the gas in the container

, corresponding to point A on thJ graph' {81

{cl{i}statethefirstlawofthermodynamics.

(ii) using the first law ol thermodynamics, calculate the heat

absoibed during changes represented on the graph from A .^,
to B and A to C. loj

4 {a} A body can be chargbd by friction' with the aid of a diagram'

describe another method which can be used to charge an 
r ^ r

insulated metalic sPhere' L2l

tb}(i}Explainhowelectrostaticsisusedtoextractdustparticles
from chimneYs of factories' lzi

(ii)DefinethetermvoltageandstateitsSlunits'I2l

{cl From your definition of voltage in (bl(ii) show that electrical power'

p : lr.R, where R and I of a conductor represent resistance and 
I2l '

current respectivelY'

{dl State two differences between voltage and electromotive force{e'rn'f}' l2l

{e}Writedownanequationofthe!awofconservationofenergyfora
circuit of e.m.f. E, internal resistance, r and resitors Rt, Fi? and R*

9243/3 N2002
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{fl A light-dependcnt resistor tLDru is conrncted in sories witr a to ko
resistor and a 12V d-c- supsy m drwn in fr' 4'1'

/*,

Fig.4-1-

Find the potentiai at the poinr- O when the LDR is

(i) in-ttrl Oark and has a resistance of 6O kfl.

(iil in b,right sunlight and has a resistance of 2 WL

What is tfp rosistartce of the LDR if the potential at O is 3-Q V-

Two lamps lil ard ltl labelled 3 V, O.2O A and 6 V, O.OG A

'respectively, ligtht up with normal brightrrss {ee Hg 4-21-

6V0.O0A

w.4.2

92a:Xt iEOO{l
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v

lll Dctermi*li. thE values of Fl, and Rr"

tii, What is the ammetel r*adlng?

{iii} Explain what happens to M if f{,' lows our.

5 {al {il Write.down Einstein's p}rotoelectric €qustion and explain t6e
meaning of each tarm.

tiil Sodium has a work function of 2.3 sV.

I4I

l?t

Catculate

1 its threshold frequency,

2 the maximum velocity of the photoetectron$.produced
when the sodium is illuminated by light of wavelength of
5.0 x 1O-7m,

3 the stopping poter:tial witfr tight of this wavelength" t8l

{bl An eteetron tr'avels with speed v in a circle of radius r in a plane
perpendicular to a uniform magnetic ftuid of flux density B.

{il Write down an algebraic equation relating the centripetal and' electromagnetic forces acting on the electron.

(iil Hence deduce that the time ln for one orbit of the electron is

grven by the expression r : T .,BC

{cl lf the speed of the electron is changed to 4v, what effect, if any,
would this change have on

(il the orbital radius r?

{ii} the orbital period I ?

t3t

{31

s243/3 N?002
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(d, Radio waves from outer space are used to obtain information about
interstellar magnetic fields. These \ raves are producod by electrons
moving in circular orbits. The radiowave frequency is the sam6 as
the electron orbital frequency. tf waves of frequency 1.4 MHz are
observed calculate;

fil tho orbitsl period of the electrons,

{ii} the magnetic flux density of the field.

ln terms of the constituents of atomic nuclai, explain'the meaning of

lil atomic number,

tiil mass number,

(iiil isotopes.

Account for the fact that, although nuclei do not contain electrons,
some radibactive nuclei emit beta particles.

cobalt has only one stable isotope "'co . what form of radioactive
decay would you expect the isotope "oc, to undergo to form ,',(o?
Give a reason for your answer.

@(ln decays to t'('o with a half-life of 5.3 years.

What is the activity of a source containing O.O15 g of uo{:o7

What is the activity of the source 3 years later?

(als

14l

(bt

(cl

{d}

I3I

I2l

l2t

(it

(ii)
I6l

*"

9243/3 N2002



(e) The radioactive nuclei 'llpq emit alpha parlicles of a singla enerely,

the product nuclei belng UPb.

{i) Using the data below, calculate the energy in MeV, released in

each decaY.

{iit Explain why the alpha particle does not take up all this energy

as its kinetic energy.

(iiil Calculate the kinetic energy of the alpha iarticle taking the

integei values of the nuclear masses'

Nucleup Mass{ul

,llpo 209.936 73o

'#pu 205.929 421

c - particle '4'OOl 504

1 unified atomic mass unit, u = 931 MeV

9243/3 N2001
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SECTIOT{ B

Answer any two questions from this secJion.

A question is sat on each of the ssven optional topics, namely;

Option A. Astrophysics and Cosmology,

Option C, The Physics of Materials

Option E, Electronics

Option F, The Physics of Fluids

Option M, Medical Physics

Optircn P, Environmental Physics and

Option T, Telecommunications

You should spend approximately 40 minutes answering this section.

9243/3 N2002
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s24313 N20A2

{a}

Opdon A

Astryhydcs and Cosrnology,

(i, State and explain the Olber,s paradox.

liil Explain why olber'e paradox sugg,sts that the model of aninfinite static universe is correct.

Deecribe th6 thrso possibilities lor the future of the universe.

A graph of the recessionar speed of garaxies is a straight rine throughthe origin. ThE gradient of the graph is approximately Z.g x I CI-ra 8*lUse this information to deduce

(il the approximate value of Hubble,s constant, Ho,

{ti} the speed of recession of a galaxy which is s million light_years
away frorn the earth,

(iii) the approximate age of the universe.

t5l

{5t
{bt

$)

t5t
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(al8

The Physice of Matarials

When steel is heated its properties change according to the
heat treatment method.

Describe tha following methods:

{il annealing,

tii) quenching,

(iiil temPering

State the changes in physical properties of tha rnaterial resulting from

each of the processes in {a} above"

State the meanings of the terms strain and stress'

An athlete participated in a tug-of-war where his arm bones were

under tensite stress. When he did some press-ups, his arm hands

were subiected to a cornpressive stress. The strain-stress graph

of a typical bone is as shown in Fig. 8.1.

3.0

2.0

1.0

fracture

tendion
I strain

0.0'! 0.02

{*-*--2.0
fracture

-3.0

Fig. 8.1.

9243i3 N2002
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(b)
t3I

{21
{c}

{d}

a

stress /107Pa
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v

fih What evidoncs from tho graph, shows.that atone is a brittle material?

{ffl Use the graph to determine a varue for the young,i Modurus of
the bone in compreesion and in tension.

{lll} lf the athlete w€re to choose between doing press-ups or tug_of-war
with others, in which activity is he safer thin the other? i*il"in you,
answer.

t7t

9243/3 N2002
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I

ONon E

furorfot

0l Descrlbe the structure of a relay ewitch.

llll Explain how a retay switch works.

The ofiput Et X in Flg. 9.1 is controlled by connecting A and B to
either + 5 V line or OV line.

o f'1 , -r o+5

x

10 t(rl

OV

Fis.9.1

Write the truth tabls of the circuit shown in Fig. 9-1.

t4l

A

B

i3t

9213t3 t{200*



tcl Tho inputs A and B are connected to a sine wava generator of peak value
5 V, but diode D, is reversed in direction {see Fig. 

-g.Zt.

t ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Fis. *.2

The time of switching frci'i; A t{i B !s equal to twice the period of the
alternating voltage.

(il sketch a graph of the ouiput signal on the c.R.o when the switch
iq,at A.

sketch another graph of the output signal when the switch is at B.

Explain your answer in c(i) and c{ii}.

what is the peak current that flows through the 10 ke resistor? IgI

9243/3 N2002
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Optlon F

The Physic* of Fluids

10 (al What is rneant bY the torms

(i) laminar flow,

{ii} turbulent flow'

{b} Explain why Bernoulliis equation is not strictly applicable to

(i! a gas,

(iiiaviscousftuidflowingtlrroughanarrowtube.

{cl With the aiC of a diagram, describe the Bernoulli effect in which the

flow of air around an aerofoil section results in a lift force.

{d} {i} show that the Reynold's number ll"= pvrlrT is dimensionless'

{iil The arrerage speed of oil in a pipe is about 2.O cm/s. ls the

flow of the oii in the tube laminar or turbulent if the diameter

of the pipe is O.25m?
(po = 860kgm-3, tlo * 8'4 x 1O-2 Pas)

121

t4l

I4l

t5l
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{al11

{b}

{c}

Option M

Medical Physics

(il Explain how X-rays are produded.

(iil state and explain a way of reducing overheating of the anode.

X-rays cannot be focused on a $creen in order to produce sharp images.
suggest and explain two ways of improving sharpness of images.

Fig. 11.1 and Fig. 11.2 show oscilloscope displays for scanning.

Fig. 1 1 .1

I3I

I2l t

t4I

{i}

{ii}

Fis. 11.2

Name the scanning shown in Fig. 1I.1 and Fig. I1.2.

Suggest what

1. the peaks in Fig. 11.1 show and

2. ,the separation of peaks in Fig. 11.1 measure apart/tim..

924313 N2002

I2t

from
{4t

time
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12 (al

(b)

Qptlon P

Environmental Physics

Define the terms isothermal and adiabafic changes. I2l

Fig. 12.1 shows three tines on an indicator diagram for an ideal gas. The
increases in internal energy for condition C of the ideal gas is 3'O J.

p/Pa xl05

2.00

Fig. 12.1

Vlm3xl0'

(i)

(ii l

(il

( ii)

( iiil

Deduce the work done and energy supplied to the gas in C.

ldentify the lines'labelled A, B and C. Explain your choices.

State tho second law of thermodynamics.

Suggest why an engine's efficiency is never I OOo/o .

A car driver decides to travel from Mutare to Harare in the early
hours of the morning. The driver thinks that it is good for his car.
Comment on the driver's statement.
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Opdon T

Telecommunlcdone

13 {a} Write four advantagcs of optical fibre over coppsr cablss.

{b} The input powcr to a cable is 1;46 W. The length ot the cable is
3O krn. The attcnuation per unit length of the cable is 2 dB km-!.

lll What le attenuation?

(iil Calculate tha output pow6r at the end of the cable.

(iiil Suggest a way of ensuring that tho output is not reduced to
such a low levei,

tcl (il Describe with the aid of a diagram, the cortversion of analogr.re
into a 4 bit digital signal ar:d the transmissio;: cf the digit signal
using a parallel part.

(iil Serial transmission is often used. Explain why this alternative is
needed.

92438 N2002
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i * Question I
' -"t,
i , (a)(i) Linear momentum is the product of mass and velocity.

\

(i i) 
:iiifii ff ;:,:::TTfl?J], T,H1J ?T"JH,:l',}3:.::',:.l,,,i,'fi51H1
momentum is a constant.

(iii) NeMon's third law states that action and reaction are equal and opposite.
The time of contact of two bodies is the same therefore magnitude of
impulse is the same. Change in momentum which is impulse is also the
same.

(bxi) An elastic collision is one in which kinetic energy is conserved.

(ii) Equation for conservation of momentum is

4MU * ,*:= 6MU = MVr + 2MVz

(iii) Equation for conservation of kinetic energy is

% M Hqz + % 2MlJ2 = MV2 + % 2MV22,2

(iv) Use (ii) and (iii) to obtain

6v;-24tJVz+181J2=o

.'. (Vz - 3U) (V2 - U) = 0

:.Vz = 3U or U

:.V2= 3U

Body A comes to rest.
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v

(cXi) Final velocity of sphere before impact is from

V2 = 2gh

=2x9,81 x5

(ii)

0=2ta
t

:. v =J9Sl.1o

.'. momentum = mv

= 0,3 x JiW

= 2,97kgm/s

Kinetic energy of plasticine is converted into heat and sound. Momentum
is conserved. Momentum of the plasticine is transferred to the earth but
motion of the earth is not observed owing to the large mass.

Question 2

(a) Transverse waves have displacements which are perpendicular to the' direction of the wave. Transverse waves can be polarized, longitudinal
waves have displacement of particles that are parallel to the directlon of
travel of waves. They cannot be polarized.

(bxi) Wave length ) = 1,4m

(ii) Phase difference

_ 2n(0,6)

7,4

= 2,7 rads

(cXi) Period T = 4,2 ms



(ii) Frequency ,=1
T

4,2 xl0-3

= 240H2

(iii) Speed of the wave waves V = f t

= 1,4 x24O

= 336m/s

(dxi) Angular veloctY w = Ztf

= 2rx24A

= 1,5 x 103 rads/s

(ii) Velocity of particle

y =v1^[s-t inwhich x=0

= 1508 x 0,10

= 302m/s

(iii) a = u?r

= (1508)2:0,2

' =4,6 x 1Cm/s2

(eXi) Resonan;e occurs when forced frequency is equal to the natural
, freguenc such that amplitude is a maximum.



(ii) Critical damping is used in analogue meters and shock absorbers in
vehicles.

Question 3

(aXi) ldeal equation is stated as PV = nRT where the symbots have their usual
meaning.

Number of moles n = 
Pn
RT

(iii) Volume of gas V

=1,5x105x20x1A3
8,31 x 300

= 0,120 moles

= 
nRT

P

= 0.12 x 8.31 x 600

= 3,99 x 1A3m3

(bxi) . c2 u is mean square speed.

(ii)

(ii) The total internal energy of an ideal gas 3/z NKT is dlrived using
PV=1/sNM<c2>

and PV = nRT such that n =

.'.1/aNM .c2r= 
# *,

N

NA



I

t
ti
irI
l

NMcc2>= 3NKT where K=R
Nn

for one mole N = 1

Nn

Total internal energy is

(iii) Total internal energy at A = 
3/z nRT

=3x0.12x8.31 x300
2

= 449J

(cxi) The first law can be stated as dQ = du + dw where the symbols have their- 
usual meaning.

(ii) Heat absorbed during the change from A to B

= 3nRAT
2

= 3x0.12x8.3't x(600-300)
2

= 449J

(iix2) Heat absorbed during the change A to C

= 3NRAT + PAV
2

= 449 + 1,5 x 10510,004 - 0,002)

= 748J.



(a) Different diagrams can be drawn to illustrate charging by induction.

(bxi) ln the extraction of dust particles from chimneys of factories it should
noted that dust particles are attracted to the cathode which is
cylindrical part of the chimney. Dust partioles slide down due to gravity,

Voltage is work done per unit charge. The unit of voltage is the volt.

From the definition of voltage, work done

W=VQ

Power P =

be
the

(ii)

(c)

work

time

(d)

(e)

e=Y9-o"ta/ -!=current

P=Vl

also V = lR

P=l2R

Differences between voltage and emf are that voltage involves a portion of
a circuit and emf involves the whole circuit. When current I = 0 voltage is
zero but when I = 0, emf is equal to voltage

Equation for conservation of energy is

E=lr+l(Rr+Rz+Rs)

(0(i) Potential at Q is calculated from the potential divide circuit: in the dark

', 
= #u-u,

= 1o *12
60+10

= 1,71Y



(ii) ln tight potential at Q is

lo 
*12

2+10

= 10V

(g) lf potential at Q is 3,5V then Pd across

LDR= 12-3,5 =8,5V

.'.Vlon = 8,5.= -J-rn
10+ R

.'. ft = 243kCl

(h)(i) Current through Rr = 0,2 + O,06 = 0,26A

.'.Rr = % = %,ru

= 23Q

Az= L = 15o
0,2

(iD Ammeter reading = Ir + 1z= 0,2 + 0,06 = 0,264

(iii) l^ = 12 
= 0,23A if N blows.

(23 +15 + l5)

0,23A > 0,24

M will also blow.
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Question 5

(a) The photoelectric equation is

hf=A+T,MY2

51 = photon energy, @ = work
energy of electrons

function and Tz lvtV2 is maximum kinetic

(2)

(ii)(1) Threshold frequency is calculated from

@=hfo*r"=3

(3) Stopping potentialV" is calculated from

eV' = %MV2

3-0 x 10-20
" -- 

1'6x10-re

= 0,19V

= 5,6 x 1014 Hz

Maximum velocity is calculated from

%MVz = hf - A,f =clt

.'.y,Mvz= G,63 x 10-3a, ]-19', -2,3x1,6 x 10-1s
5 x 10-'

.'.[=

= 2,5 x 105 m/s

2.3x1.6x1Ale
6iir7ffi

3,0 xl}-za x2
9,11 x 10-31



I

(b) Equation relating centripetal force and magnetic force is MV2 = BeV.
r

(ii) Veloci& v- of a particle moving in a circular manner is rw

.'. from MV2 = BEV
t

mw=Be

but w = ,?i

. 2r/ - Be//T /m

2nm

Be

(c)(i) lf V is increased by four times then radius will also increase by a factor of
4 fromV a r

(ii) An increase in V does not affect T from

2mn

Be

1
(dxi) Orbital period of electrons T = -f

=1
\4 xl06

= 7,7 x 1$7s

Be
.'.w = -m



(ii) Magnetic flux density , = 'T,TE

No = h**^

= H x 6,02x1023

= 1,5 x 1020

2r x9,7x l0-3r

7,14x!0-7 x1,6 x 10-rn

= 5,0 x l0-5 T

Question 6

(aXi) Atomic number is number of protons in the nucleas.

(ii) Mass number is sum of protons and neutrons.'

(iii) lsotopes are atoms of different mass numbers but the same proton

number.

(b) Beta articles are emitted because neutrons disintegrate into protons and

electrons. Protons remain in the nucleas and electrons are ernitted as

Beta particles.

(c) 6oCO to seCO undergoes neutron emission so that mass and charge are

conserved.

(dxi) Activity A is calculated from rNo.

ar.



.'.lNo =
1,5 x 1020 1n 2

5,3 x 365 x24x3600

= 6,22 x 1011Bq

(ii) Activity of the source three years later is

tN = rNoe-'t

= 6,22 x 1011e-3h2/5,3

= 4,19 x 10118q

(eXi) Mass defect = 209,936730 - (205,929421 + 4,001504)

= 0,0058069

Energy released = 0,005806 x 931Mev

= 5,405 Mev

(ii) The a particle does not take up all the energy because some energy is
used up as kinetic energy of the recoiling 'ffiPb.

(iii) Kinetic energy is conserved

YrMV2 + Y" mf = 5,41Mev

M is mass of recoiling zo5p6 and m is mass of a particle.

Momentum is conserved

MV=mv

Y=Y
M



... v, *u'( Y: '\= 5.4 r\.M)

, 5-41x205
.'. Yzmv'=

Q}s + a)

= 5,31Mev

Question 7

(aXi) Olber's paradox states that if the stars continued to infinity then the night

sky should be white not dark. This is because light should be coming from
every other possible direction in the sky.

(ii) Olber's paradox suggest that the model of an infinite static universe is

correct because if the universe is uniform we should have bright night
skies because the light will be corning from static stars. We have dark
night skies because of the red shift of the visible light.

(b) The three possible future of the universe are (i) open structure that

continues to expand indefinitely, (ii) the flat structure which expands such

that the rate falls to zero after infinite time and (iii) the closed system

which expands up to a maximum and then contracts.

(cXi) Hubble's constant Ho = 2,8 x 1C-i8s-1

(ii) Speed of recession of a galaxY

v' = Hor = 2,8x 10-18 x 5 x 105 x 9,46 x 1015

= 1,32x 105mls

(iii) Age of the univer** = -|
Ho

= {2,g x 10-18)-1

= 3,57 x 1017s

= 38 light years

80



Question 8

(axi) Annealing is the removal of dislocations by heating and cooling slowly.

(ii) Quenching involves heating a metal to a very high temperature and then

cool rapidlY.

(iii) Tempering involves heating hard and brittle materials very gently for a
controlled Period.

(b) Materials become soft and strong as -a result of annealing' Materials

become hard and brittle as a result of quenching. Tempering restores

toughness of materials.

(c) Strain is extension per unit length stress is force per unit cross-sectional

area.

(dxi) The graph does not have the plastic region and this shows that bones are

brittle.

(ii) Young Modulus 
= 

= ,# :

= gradient on the stress - strain graph

.'. E comPression = W= 1,0 x los Pa

E tension = t# :2,oxtos pa

(iii) Breaking stress during tension is greater than during compression

therefore the bone is stiong during tension than during compression. lt is

therefore safer for the boy to do tug or war.

RI



(i i)

Question 9

(a)(i) A relay switch consists of a coil of wire wound on a soft iron core to form
on electromagnet. A rocking switch made of iron closes the second
circuit.

current flows in the coil of a relay and the soft iron becomes a magnet.
The rocking switch is attracted, thereby closing the circuit which alloils a
higher current.

Truth table for the circuit shown is

ABX

(c) sketch graphs for parts. (i) and (ii), The input signal has also been

\1,

(b)

000
011
101
'l 11

ui)

(iii)

(iv)

allow opposite halves to be rectified.

Peak current flowing through 'lOkO resistor is

,l/o5
l=-10 

R loxlo3

= 5,0 x 104A

oiool". or ,noloz are in tppori," oi..".tion, *lrtir" ," ,l)if'J" .n",



Question 10

(axi) ln a lamina flow each particle of the fluid follows a smooth path'

(ii) ln a turbulent flow each particle of the fluid follows an irregular and

random Path

(bxi) Benoulli's equation is not strictly applicable to gases because gases are

compressible hence density does not remain constant.

(ii) Benoulli's equation is not strictly applicable to viscous fluids because fluids

give rise t; retarding forces between layers of molecules hence

mechanicalenergy is not conserved

(c) ,ln the description of how lift is generated it should be noted that air above

the aerofoil travels a longer distance than below the aerofoil hence speed

of air higher above aerJfoil than below the aerofoil. Pressure below the

aerofoil is higher. than pressure above the aerofoil.

(dxi) To show that Re is dimensionless

Use [/]= kgm-3, [V] = m/s, [r] = m and

[n] = kgm-' 5-1 in the equation Re = 
l*
n

(ii) R" = 
Pt' - 860 x o'25 x o'o2o

n 8,4 xl0-2

- E.l
-!'I

... Re is tess than the onset value of 2000, therefore the flow is laminar'



Question {{

(aXi) ln the production of x-rays electrons are emitted from a filament and they
are accelerated by a high voltage in a vacuum. The electrons are
suddenly decelerated by a target metal hence the energy is converted into
radiation in the x-ray region.

(ii) Overheating of the anode is reduced by rotating the target metal since this
reduces localization of energy in one spot.

(b) Sharpness of images can be improved by reducing the area of target
metal since this increases the area of the shadow cost by an object.
Sharpness can also be improved upon by using a lead grid in front of the
photographic film. The grid will absorb scattered x-rays.

(cXi) Fig 11.1 is showing A scan and Fig 11.2 is showing B scan.

(ii) The peaks in Fig 11.1 show the wave that is reflected from different tissue
boundaries.

(d) The separation of the peaks in Fig 11.1 is a measure of the distance that
is traveled by incident wave before reflection.

Question 12

(a) An isothermal changb is one in which temperafure remains constant. An
adiabatic change is one in which no heat is allowed to enter or leave a
system.

(bxi) FromQ=AU+PAV

Q = OJ since process C is adiabatic

.'.Q = 310 + PAV

.'. Work done = -310J

The negative means work is done on the system.



(ii) A and B are isothermal changes and C is an adiabatic change. For lines
I ' A and B there is no change in temperature as the system is expanding.

For C there is a change in temperature since the line is cutting A and B'

(c)(i) The second law of thermodynamics states that no continually working heat

engine can take in heat and completely convert it to work.

(ii) Efficiency is never 100o/o because heat engines work at higher

temperaiures than the surrounding hence some of the heat is lost to the

surrounding. Work output is thus less than work input'

(iii) From the second law of thermodynamics efficiency = 1 - +'TH

ln the morning Tr- is low hence the ratio & d".'"""'
TH

.'.1-Aturnstol
TH

.'. efficiency increases.

Question 13

(a) Advantages of optical fibre over copper cables are (i) high information

carrying capacity, (ii) less noise due to interference, (iii) signals can travel

longer distances before regeneration and (iv) optical fibre cables are

smaller and lighter.

(bxi) Attenuation is the loss of power of a signalwhen the signal travels through

a cable.

(ii) Total loss of signal = 2 x 30 = 60dB

Power loss = 1o los (#)
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( iii)

...60 = lotoq [!11]"11)

.'. Po = 1,45;rW

To ensure that the signal is not reduced to low levels regeneration must
be used along the way to amplify the pulse.

(cXi) The diagram for analogue to digitaltransmission is as follows:

transducer transducer

An analogue signal is sampled and converted to digital signal by analogue
to digital converter. The digital signal is transmitted by a four parallel port
connector. The digital signal is converted into analogue by the digital to
analogue converter.

(ii) Serial transmission
only one cable is
transmission.

used because it is less expensive because
It can therefore be used for long distance

is often
used.
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Data.

speed of light in free space,

permeability of free space,

permittivity of free space,

elementary charge,

the Planck constant,

unified atomic mass constant,

rest mass of electron,

rest mass of proton,

molar gas constant,

the Avogadro constant,

the BoltzmanR constant,

gravitational constant,

acceleration of free fall,

c = 3.00 x 108 ms-l

'$o= 4n x 10-7 Hm-l

€o = 8.85, 1g-t2 56-t

e=1.60x10-1eQ

h=6.63x10-34Js

u = 1.66 * 10-27 kg

fre = 9.11 x 10-31 kg

frp = 1.67 x 10-27 kg

P = 8.31 J K-l mol-l

Ne = 6'02 x 1023 mol-r

k=1.38*19-2336-1

G=6.67x10-11 Nm2kg-2

9=9'81 ms-2
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